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OVERVIEW

AB capital is an alternative asset manager that has developed an established portfolio of 

products in areas of growing importance within the investment community, notably within 

Private Equity, Special Situations and Real Estate. 

Leveraging the strength of the team's global presence and network we are able to provide 

differentiated investment themes across asset classes, industries, and geographies. 

AB Capital's Partners currently work across several offices including London, New York, Hong 

Kong, Singapore and Toronto. 

Currently, circa 80% of the firm’s assets are managed on behalf of institutional investors. 

AB Capital has a robust global infrastructure which has been developed to provide a scalable 

support system for all our investment teams. Prioritising the interests of the firm’s investors is 

central to AB Capitals business philosophy; this can be demonstrated through the group’s 

range of products and their established track records. 

OUR GLOBAL REACH AND RELATIONSHIPS PROVIDE 

CROSS-BORDER IDEA GENERATION WHICH DRIVES 

 VALUE TO OUR PORTFOLIO 
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UBER 

Multinational online 

transportation  network. 

AIRBNB 

Online marketplace that 

 enables people to list, find, 

then rent  vacation homes for a 

processing fee. 

PALANTIR 

American software and services 

 company, specializing in big 

data  analysis. 

ALIBABA 

Chinese e-commerce company 

that provides consumer-to- 

consumer, business-to- 

 consumer and business-to- 

business sales services via web 

portals. 

MISSION & VISION

Our dynamic team specializes in being able to take advantage  

of a forever changing investment landscape. We constantly provide  

differentiated investment opportunities for our investors and creative  

solutions for sellers. 
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OUR INVESTMENT

FOCUS

We take pride in our role as a positive economic catalyst for the  

companies in our Corporate Private Equity portfolio. We work to  

identify, invest in and enhance the value of great businesses.

GROWTH  EQUITY

DEVELOPMENT  PROJECTS

BUY  &  BUILD  PLATFORMS

TRADIT IONAL  LBO 'S

ACT IVE  DEAL  SOURCING

Sector-based, theme-driven deal sourcing is the primary responsibility and 

mandate of our investment professionals. We aim to source high-quality and 

proprietary investment opportunities by proactively developing and leveraging 

strong relationships with companies and key deal intermediaries. At regular 

pipeline meetings with sector teams, we review potential opportunities and 

determine what resources – both internal and external – are best suited to 

pursue those opportunities. 

VALUE  ORIANTATED  DIC IPL INE

In determining value for new investments, we focus on a business’s current

outlook and judge the predictability of that outlook over time, while also

factoring in what we can do for the business to drive even better outcomes after

our acquisition. 
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The Private Equity team invests

primarily in late-stage private

companies who have demonstrated

viability and have a strong market

presence creating high barriers to

entry. We have extensive experience in

technology, food and beverage,

hospitality and luxury goods.  

We believe management teams and

entrepreneurs are the most crucial

component to success and therefore

we look to partner closely with those

that have track records of success. We

have a deep rolodex of management

teams that help create immediate

efficiency and streamline businesses.

Whilst we often take majority

positions, we have taken minority

stakes and in both cases, we offer

access to our partners and networks

resources. Our first position is to

always ask, what can we bring to this

transaction to add value.  

As well as traditional buyouts the

team actively search for opportunities

to provide growth capital and minority

investments. Here we can focus our

time and effort on understanding our

companies’ long-term growth plans

and help management achieve their

goals.

PRIVATE  EQUITY

WHAT WE DO
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The firm’s reputation as a best-in-class alternative asset manager is at the heart of the AB 

Capital brand and is consistent across its global presence. 

The  Group’s  focus on its core values  of entrepreneurialism, innovation and 

institutionalisation combined with a history of delivering excellent risk-adjusted returns 

have led the group to attract an increasingly institutional and well diversified client base. 

HOW WE DO IT

Can the company access a large

enough  profit pool to justify the

valuation.

There must be a multi billion dollar

market  opportunity.

Late stage private companies who

have  demonstrated viability and

have a strong  market presence

creating high barriers to  entry.

Exceptional founders who push

innovation  and long term vision.

The business will have an

established user  base, display

significant revenue growth and  is

usually cash flow positive.

Investors are seeking liquidity and

the  company will look to position

itself for an  initial public offering in

the near future. 

WHAT  WE  LOOK  FOR

Our vast network allows us to spot

opportunities on a global scale.

Countries with large populations

such as the USA, China and India

have allowed companies to  scale

rapidly and have proved the hotspot

for winning companies.

For example China’s vast population

has allowed technologies to grow to

a much larger scale than in the US. 

WHERE  WE  LOOK
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AUGMENTED  REAL ITY

Augmented and virtual reality is the natural progression from mobile internet.

The mobile allowed you to take the internet with you while  Augmented &

Virtual reality allows the internet to be all around you. We believe the next

cluster of  Unicorns will emerge from this sector. 

THE  EMERGENCE  OF  AI  /  MACHINE  LEARNING  

Data collection (Google, FB etc.) & Enhanced computer capabilities 

CURRENT 

FOCUS

DEEP  LEARNING  METHODS  

Big data allows a consumer to be served in a much more comprehensive

manner. 

INFRASTRUCTURE

We believe in the evolution of society and invest in expanding and improving

existing infrastructure. Our investments include Rail, Airports and Toll Roads.  

MINING  &  METALS

Our initiatives include mining activities of both base and precious metals in 

developed and emerging markets.  

BLOCKCHAIN

Focusing on a variety of industries utilizing blockchains unique properties. 
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The Special Situations team is a dynamic, alpha-driven team that makes debt and

equity investments in companies which offer downside protection but with the

potential to deliver considerable upside. 

 The team specializes in investing in; 

The team can rapidly assess if there is value in a deal and work and efficiently work to

implement the optimal solution.

SPECIAL  S ITUAT IONS

WHAT WE DO

Designed to take advantage of a

rapidly evolving investment landscape,

we serve as a source of differentiated

investment opportunities for our

investors and an innovative solution

provider to sellers.

FLEX IBLE  MANDATE

Leveraging the strength of the firm’s

global platform, our portfolios provide

exposure to timely investment themes

across asset classes, industries and

geographies.

BREADTH

Distressed, complex, or 

underappreciated 

assets. 

Cyclical, contrarian, or 

event-driven situations.

Broader market 

dislocations to identify 

attractive investment 

opportunities.
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WHAT WE DO

The Real Estate team invests in

commercial real estate, development

projects and residential premises

around the globe including the USA,

Canada, Europe and Asia.  

The Real Estate team invests across

assets from single properties to large

portfolios. This could include offices,

retail, multifamily, hospitality,

industrial, senior living, healthcare,

and land. 

The team focuses on strategies

covering the risk spectrum, deploying

capital in core-plus, value-add or more

opportunistic situations.

REAL  ESTATE

We invest in industrial, logistics, and

infrastructure-oriented real estate

positioned to benefit from key

demand drivers of global trade,

corporate supply chain enhancements,

and e-commerce growth.

TRANSPORTAT ION

ADVANTAGED  REAL

ESTATE

We invest in technology advantaged

real estate positioned to benefit from

robust and sustained technology

trends. 

TECHNOLOGY

ADVANTAGED  REAL

ESTATE

We invest in single-family, multi-

family, healthcare, and senior living

real estate positioned to benefit from

identifiable, long-term demographic

shifts in developed economies.  

DEMOGRAPHICALLY

ADVANTAGED  REAL

ESTATE

We invest in distinctive real estate

organizations defined by compelling

investment focus and positioned for

long-term growth. 

REAL  ESTATE  OPERATORS

AND  PLATFORMS
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AB Mining operates cryptocurrency mining facilities around the world 

capable of mining Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash. AB Mining operates out of 

best in class, data center standard facilities, in low energy cost 

jurisdictions.

SELECTED 2017 

PROJECTS

WE LAUNCHED SEVERAL PROJECTS DURING THE COURSE OF 2017. AB CAPITAL IS 

DEDICATED TO MANAGING ASSETS THROUGH BOTH LIQUID AND ILLIQUID FUNDS. AB 

RUNs A WIDE RANGE OF BOTH TRADITIONAL AND ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES 

INCLUDING; 

GLOBAL  ALPHA  FUND

The objective of the fund is to gain allocation to large discounted IPO events and

block trades. 

TECHNOLOGY  FUND

The fund invests in identified high tech growth assets on a primary & secondary

basis. 

ACT IV IST  FUND

The Fund will invest in securities through the public markets in companies that

trade at a discount to inherent value as determined by various metrics. 

REAL  ESTATE  FUND

The fund covers the risk spectrum, deploying capital in core-plus, value-add or

more opportunistic situations. 
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The Private Equity portfolio management team is authorized to invest into, and exit

from chosen transactions.  These risk limits are monitored by the Group’s Risk Officer

in adherence to the Group’s Risk Policy. 

Investment personnel are not authorized to open custody or margin accounts or

perform operational tasks such as reconciliations and cash management. As such,

they have no ability to transfer cash/securities across accounts as the firm enforces a

clear segregation of duty from non-investment functions. Investment personnel can

only recommend price amendments and these will only be followed after

consultation with the administrator and reviewed as required by the Valuation

Committee. 

KEY INVESTMENT PERSONAL 

Matthew Novak – Partner, Investments 

Oskar Fletcher - Partner, Investments 

Kervin Pillay – Partner, Technology 

Yu Du– Head of Asia Pacific 

Daniel Cookson – Head of Legal 

THE  INVESTMENT  TEAM  I S  RESPONSIBLE  FOR  FUND

MANAGEMENT  AND ,  WHERE  RELEVANT  TRADING .

AUTHORISED  INVESTMENT  PERSONNEL  HAVE  A  CLEAR

ALLOCAT ION  OF  CAPITAL  TO  MANAGE  AND  L IMITS  TO  THE

AMOUNTS  THAT  THEY  CAN  TRADE .  

INVESTMENT 

TEAM
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The Executive Committee sets the strategic direction of the AB Capital, oversees the

running of the firm as well as manages and monitors its affairs. It is the mechanism to

review and approve new products and strategic transactions for the firm, manages

the financial position of the firm and supervises the activities of key business

functions.   The Committee also makes executive decisions on potential M&A 

activity, approval of Board papers and any other business as applicable. The

committee meets weekly on a formal basis  

VALUATION COMMITTEE 

The Valuation Committee is responsible for the pricing mechanisms and review of

price challenges of investments held by the funds managed by the Group.

Specifically, it monitors unlisted securities, valuation models for complex instruments,

pricing policies with the fund’s administrators. 

RISK COMMITTEE 

The Risk Committee is responsible for establishing and securing the implementation

of the AB Capital risk policy framework. It reviews major developments related to risk

and risk-adjusted returns as well as addressing risk policy issues as needed. The risk

policy (e.g. methodologies, limits etc.) cannot be amended without formal approval

from the Risk Committee.  

THE  EXECUTIVE  COMMITTEE

GOVERNANCE & 

COMMITTIEES
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GREAT BRITAIN 

Shepherd Market, 

Mayfair, London 

W1J7JY 

LONDON

LOCATIONS

CANADA 

500 St. Claire Ave West 

Toronto, Canada,  

M6C 1A8 

TORONTO

USA 

Madison Avenue,  

New York, NY 10022 

NEW  YORK

UAE 

Free Trade Zone, 

Ras Al Khaimah, 

DUBAI



 

 

info@allbluecapital.com


